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Abstract—This paper considers the problem of scalable dis-
tributed coding of correlated sources that are communicated to a
central unit, a setting typically encountered in sensor networks. As
communication channel conditions may vary with time, it is often
desirable to guarantee a base layer of coarse information during
channel fades, as well as robustness to channel link (or sensor)
failures. The main contribution is twofold. First, we consider the
special case of multistage distributed coding, and show that naive
combination of distributed coding with multistage coding yields
poor rate-distortion performance, due to underlying conflicts be-
tween the objectives of these two coding methods. An appropriate
system paradigm is developed, which allows such tradeoffs to be
explicitly controlled. Next, we consider the unconstrained scalable
distributed coding problem. Although a standard “Lloyd-style”
distributed coder design algorithm is easily generalized to en-
compass scalable coding, the algorithm performance is heavily
dependent on initialization and will virtually always converge to a
poor local minimum. We propose an effective initialization scheme
for such a system, which employs a properly designed multistage
distributed coder. We present iterative design techniques and
derive the necessary conditions for optimality for both multistage
and unconstrained scalable distributed coding systems. Simula-
tion results show substantial gains for the proposed multistage
distributed coding system over naive extensions which incorporate
scalability in a multistage distributed coding system. Moreover,
the proposed overall scalable distributed coder design consis-
tently and substantially outperforms the randomly initialized
“Lloyd-style” scalable distributed coder design.

Index Terms—Distributed quantization, multistage coding, scal-
able coding, sensor networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

D ISTRIBUTED source coding (DSC) [1], [2] has wit-
nessed a significant revival of interest since the late

nineties, with a growing focus on practical code design. The
work of Pradhan and Ramchandran [3] was a notable precursor.
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Fig. 1. Distributed coding of two correlated sources.

The field has eventually seen the emergence of various dis-
tributed coding1 techniques, mostly with an eye towards sensor
networks (see reviews in [4] and [5]). The basic setting in DSC
involves multiple correlated sources (e.g., spatially distributed
sensors) transmitting information to a fusion center, as shown
in Fig. 1. The main objective in DSC is to exploit intersource
correlations despite the fact that each sensor source is encoded
without access to other sources. The only information available
to a source encoder about the other sources is via joint statistics
(typically extracted from training data).

The communication channels in a sensor field may vary in
capacity due to the presence of obstacles or other phenomena
such as fading. In such a scenario, it will be beneficial to convey
a minimal amount of information even when the channel de-
teriorates. This motivates the problem of scalable distributed
source coding (S-DSC) or successive refinement of distributed
correlated sources, which generalizes the traditional problem of
scalable coding of a single source [6]–[9].2 Successive refine-
ment for Wyner–Ziv coding (side information at the decoder)
was proposed in [10], and has been studied in [10] and [11] from
the information-theoretic perspective of characterizing achiev-
able rate-distortion regions. In this paper, we derive practical
iterative algorithms for the design of scalable coding systems
within the multiterminal (distributed) setting, i.e., for a S-DSC
system. The general S-DSC problem subsumes several impor-
tant special cases such as multiple-description coding [12], ro-
bust distributed coding [13], [14], etc.

Various scalability structures for S-DSC may be imple-
mented, such as tree-structured quantizers or multistage
quantizers [16]. In practice, multistage structures are often pre-
ferred due to the reduced complexity search (during encoding)
and storage (of source codebooks). A leading application is
speech coding where multistage vector quantizers are heavily
used. In this work we first analyze system design for multistage
distributed source coding (MS-DSC) [17], [18]. It may be

1Note that the term “distributed coding” in this paper is always employed
in the context of source coding and is used interchangeably with “distributed
source coding.”

2We use the term “scalable coding” in the standard source coding sense,
namely, rate-scalable, i.e., the source is encoded into a layered bit-stream with a
base and enhancement layer, thereby allowing a decoder reconstruction quality
to scale with the available communication bit rate.
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tempting to assume that simple integration of algorithms for
distributed coding [19]–[22] and multistage quantizer design
[16], would yield a good MS-DSC coding scheme. However,
as we will see, there exists a fundamental tradeoff between
exploiting intersource correlation at the base or intermediate
layers, and better reconstruction in subsequent enhancement
layers of the MS-DSC. Moreover, by allowing for a slight but
controlled mismatch between encoder and decoder estimates
and reconstructions, intersource correlation can be exploited
more effectively.

Our second main contribution in this paper is to extend the
proposed MS-DSC system as an efficient initial solution for the
general S-DSC problem [23]. While there is no direct conflict
between the objectives of distributed quantization and scalable
coding in unconstrained S-DSC, and a Lloyd-style DSC design
algorithm [19], [21] can be extended to S-DSC, the resulting
algorithm depends heavily on initialization. We show how the
proposed MS-DSC design can be used as an effective initializa-
tion for S-DSC.

It is also desirable that the S-DSC system be robust to fades
or failures of various communication channels, and utilize all
received information to attain maximal efficiency. We incorpo-
rate system robustness objectives by leveraging our techniques
for robust distributed coder design [19].

As a side note, we should mention that there exists a signif-
icant channel coding “school” that adopts ideas from channel
coding (see, e.g., [24] and [25]) and may exploit long delays
to achieve good performance [26] and [27]. We will, however,
restrict our attention to source coding and low delay methodolo-
gies in this work.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we state the problem formally and introduce notation. In
Section III, we specify the components of the MS-DSC system
and consider a naive design approach that simply combines
standard distributed coding and multistage quantizer design
algorithms. Section IV describes the proposed MS-DSC algo-
rithm. Section V presents the S-DSC system alongwith efficient
initialization that avoids many poor solutions. Simulation
results are summarized in Section VI, followed by conclusions
in Section VII.

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Consider the S-DSC scenario in Fig. 2. For brevity, we will
restrict the analysis to the case of two sources and two-layers,
but without loss of generality as the model is trivially extendible
to an arbitrary number of sources or layers. Here are two
continuous amplitude, i.i.d. (scalar or vector) sources which are
mutually correlated. The encoder compresses source and
transmits an index pair where and

. Similarly, the encoder produces index
pair where and .
Here and denote the first (base) layer rates while
and denote the incremental second (enhancement) layer
rates.

We assume that the fusion center reliably receives full infor-
mation from the base layer, while enhancement layer informa-
tion from sources or may be lost independently with prob-

Fig. 2. Scalable distributed source coding.

ability and , respectively. Depending on the subset of in-
formation received at the enhancement layer, the fusion center
uses decoder , or to reconstruct as

, or , respectively, and similarly for (see Fig. 2).
The decoder subscripts indicate whether the enhancement layer
information for source and have been received, e.g., de-
coder is used when only enhancement layer information
from is received. Thus, the decoders , and
are used with probabilities

, and , respectively.
The distortion incurred when decoder is used is

(1)

where is an appropriately defined distortion measure and
is a weighting factor to govern the relative impor-

tance of sources and at the fusion center. Distortion terms
for decoders or are similarly defined. Note that
we use uppercase letters for random variables and lowercase let-
ters to denote their particular realizations. We use the following
streamlined notation to denote the distortion incurred by the dif-
ferent decoders for a data point (x,y)

(2)

where the index pairs are determined by the source values,
and . We assume for sim-

plicity that the same weighting factor is used by all the
different decoders. This simplifying assumption can easily be
removed if desired.

Next we define the net distortion incurred for a source pair
, i.e., the distortion averaged over all the channel loss sce-

narios, as

(3)
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The S-DSC design objective is to minimize the following dis-
tortion cost given rate allocations , and ; and
enhancement layer loss probabilities and :

(4)

where the expectation is over the source statistics.
Also in this paper, we assume that the base layer informa-

tion is always received at the decoder. If and when, the de-
coder receives extra enhancement layer information, it refines
the estimate and obtains a better reconstruction. In general, this
extra enhancement layer information could be transmitted by
the sources only when required if we need to consider the overall
energy efficiency of the system. Here we do not attempt to ad-
dress the question of whether or not to transmit the enhancement
layer information and consider the S-DSC problem in similar
vein to the classical source coding, where enhancement layer
information is used whenever available.

A. Special Cases

The S-DSC problem is quite general and subsumes a large
number of source coding problems as special cases. First the
trivial special cases:

1) Single Source Vector Quantizer: If no information is trans-
mitted for source (both base and enhancement layer rates
for are zero) and source transmits only base layer
information, the problem reduces itself to that of a single
source vector quantizer.

2) Distributed Source Coding: In the case when enhancement
layer from both the sources is missing [when
or when there is no enhancement layer transmission
( bits)], the problem reduces to that of
typical distributed source coding.

3) Scalable Coding of a Single Source: When only a single
source is present, the S-DSC problem reduces to scalable
coding of a single source.
Next we consider some other special cases where base
layer information may also be lost (Note that throughout
this paper we will assume for presentation simplicity, that
base layer information is always received. The proposed
model can easily be generalized to remove this assump-
tion.)

4) Scalable Multiple Descriptions Coding: When the two
sources are identical , and the base layer may also
experience loss, the S-DSC problem reduces to scalable
multiple descriptions coding.

5) Multiple Description Coding: This is a special case of the
above with a single layer (when base layer information can
be lost with some probabilities and there is no enhancement
layer or equivalently all the enhancement layer information
is always lost).

6) Robust Distributed Source Coding: In the general case of
, with a single layer (no enhancement layer), the

problem reduces to robust distributed source coding [15],
[19].

Fig. 3. MS-DSC encoder and an example of Wyner–Ziv mapping from Voronoi
regions to (transmitted) indices. The source data points lying in a particular
Voronoi region are mapped to an index which is then transmitted. For example,
in the above figure, for source points in the second and seventh region, the same
index 2 is transmitted, etc.

III. MULTISTAGE DISTRIBUTED SOURCE CODING

We begin this section by describing the various modules of
the MS-DSC system and then highlight the major conflict that
arises when distributed coding is naively combined with multi-
stage coding. Next we outline an approach to resolve the conflict
and propose an iterative design algorithm for the MS-DSC de-
sign that efficiently exploits intersource correlations.

A. Encoder

The MS-DSC encoder for source is shown in Fig. 3. The
overall encoder consists of two stage encoders and .
Input is fed to the first stage (base-layer) encoder whose
output is an index and an encoder reconstruction value .
The residual, is input to the second stage
(enhancement layer) encoder , whose output is an index .
Since the sources and are correlated, the encoders and

will differ from the nearest neighbor quantizers encountered
in single-source multistage quantization.

Base layer encoder consists of a high rate quantizer (used
primarily to discretize the source) which maps source to
index representing Voronoi region . Next, a lossy (many
to one) mapping which we refer to as Wyner–Ziv (WZ) map-
ping is employed (the name loosely accounts for the fact that
the scenario involves lossy coding with side information whose
asymptotic performance bound was given in [2]). The WZ map-
ping block takes in and outputs index repre-
senting region , to be transmitted over
the channel.3 An example of WZ mapping for a scalar source
with and , is also given in Fig. 3.

The encoder codebook is a lookup table where index
is mapped to reconstruction , which is used to compute the
residual . Base layer encoder for source is similarly
defined. The residuals and obtained by the first encoding
stage are correlated and motivate distributed coding at enhance-
ment layer to exploit intersource correlations. The second stage

3Note that the objective of high rate quantizers is only to discretize the source
space. They do not represent the overall quantization. This could be viewed as
what is known as a fine-coarse quantizer, where the coarse portion is performed
by the WZ module. The WZ module maps many high-resolution cells to each
index, and this covers not only the distributed coding aspect but also merging of
contiguous cells to produce a much coarser partition.
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Fig. 4. MS-DSC decoders � and � for source � .

encoders and similarly consist of a high rate quantizer
followed by WZ mapping. Since the second stage is the final
stage in the setting here, no encoder codebook is needed in
or (in general all except the last MS-DSC stage encoders
contain an encoder codebook as in ).

B. Decoder

The MS-DSC system consists of four decoders (see Fig. 2),
depending on whether enhancement layer information from
sources or is received. Decoder is used when only
indices and are received, and comprises of decoders
and for sources and , respectively. Each of the source
decoders (see Fig. 4) or just consists of a single
codebook and outputs base layer reconstruction as or ,
respectively.

Decoder (part of ) comprises two codebooks (Fig. 4).
Similar to single-source multistage coding, the decoding is per-
formed in an additive fashion. is calculated based on
indices and , using a decoder helper codebook (which
is different from codebook in (Fig. 4 to provide more flex-
ibility in obtaining a better enhancement layer reconstruction).
The reconstructed enhancement layer residual is based on

using the residual codebook as shown. The overall (en-
hancement layer) source reconstruction, when is thus ob-
tained as

(5)

Note that the various entities and (corre-
sponding to ) differ in general. In brief, these entities can be
interpreted as follows:

1) is the decoder helper codebook output based on
and and its sole objective is to aid in the reconstruction
via (5).

2) , based on is an encoder estimate of at the base
layer in order to derive the residual for the enhancement
layer.

3) is the final source reconstruction values at decoder
.

The functioning of the decoder, and for the other channel
loss scenarios is similarly defined in a straightforward manner.

C. Components to Optimize

The MS-DSC design algorithm optimizes the system mod-
ules at all layers and for all sources. We will restrict the scope
here to the design of all codebooks and WZ mappings. (For sim-
plicity, we will assume that high rate quantizers are indepen-
dently designed using standard Lloyd’s algorithm [28]. Joint op-

timization with the rest of the system is expected to yield small
additional gains.)

D. Naive Design Scheme

We first consider the design scheme that results when dis-
tributed coding is directly combined with multistage coding. As
it ignores the potential conflict in objectives, we refer to it as
“naive” design. In the naive scheme, a base layer distributed
coder is designed, while ignoring the enhancement layer, to min-
imize the base-layer distortion:

(6)

The Wyner–Ziv mappings and the decoder codebook for
both the sources at base layer are designed using a standard dis-
tributed coder design algorithm, such as in [19] and [21]. Conse-
quently, encoder estimate and decoder estimates

, and (for decoders and , respec-
tively) are calculated only based on index . Note that there is
no encoder-decoder mismatch in this scheme and

,
i.e., the estimates are simply calculated as the centroids of the
region . The encoder codebook and decoder helper code-
book for (and similarly for and ) are identical
(in order to avoid any potential mismatch between encoder/de-
coder) and solely based on the common information at both the
encoder and decoder, i.e., index .

The residual is calculated as (and similarly
for ). The resulting training set for is used to design a
distributed coder for the enhancement layer to minimize the ex-
pected distortion corresponding to the last three distortion terms
in (4) using a Lloyd-style algorithm for robust distributed coder
design [19] in which the various codebooks and enhancement
layer Wyner–Ziv mappings are optimized given the fixed base
layer coder. For more details on robust distributed coder design,
we refer the reader to [19].

E. Comments on the Naive Design Scheme

In essence, the naive scheme for MS-DSC design tries to first
minimize the base layer distortion term by designing a base
layer distributed coder. Given the fixed base layer distributed
coder, a robust distributed coder is designed (the term robust
distributed coder is used because the enhancement layer chan-
nels for the two sources can fail independently and a particular
decoder is used depending on the available information) to min-
imize the remaining distortion terms. The inherent assumption
is that ignoring (a) the enhancement layer during base layer dis-
tributed coder design and (b) the role of and , may not
degrade the performance substantially. For example, when en-
hancement layer information from both sources is almost always
received, and are close to 0 implying that the base layer
decoder will be used with very low probability .
This implies that the base layer distributed coder should not be
designed independently while ignoring its effects on the perfor-
mance of the enhancement layer.

Further, to avoid any potential mismatch, only index (avail-
able at both the encoder and decoder) is used as input for the
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encoder and decoder helper codebooks, and information from
the other source (in the form of index ) is ignored.

IV. MULTI-STAGE DISTRIBUTED CODING DESIGN ALGORITHM

A. Motivation and Design

The most fundamental deviation of this work from the “nat-
ural” approach to MS-DSC is in the use of different codebooks
for constructing at the encoder and and

at the decoder. In the sequel we will focus on
(Extension to and is trivial.) At the decoder,
both indices and can be utilized to construct . How-
ever, the encoder for source only has access to index to
construct , and does not know . Obviously, there will be a
mismatch between and . A possible way to match

with will be to make both and a
function of alone (as was done in the naive approach). But
this may in fact compromise the performance of the enhance-
ment-layer distributed coder. To illustrate this observation, con-
sider the Wyner–Ziv mapping example of Fig. 3: A (scalar)
source point in the space lying in the second region will
be mapped to index . The encoder estimate cor-
responding to this point may actually lie in the middle of the
line (the center of mass of all source points that is mapped
to index 2). So, in general, the estimate will be a compro-
mise reconstruction for a union of disparate intervals and, there-
fore, be coarse. This will obviously lead to large error residuals

.
The idea is, therefore, to allow for some mismatch between

the encoder and decoder’s first (or intermediate) layer estimates,
and jointly optimize them so that efficient distributed coding
at the consequent enhancement layer will more than compen-
sate for any allowed mismatch. This approach is motivated by
the realization that the encoder has complete knowledge of the
source itself (or after high-rate discretization index ), while
the decoder obtains additional information from the correlated
source , in the form of index . This implies that there exists
some (elusive) complementary information shared by both ends,
which could be exploited, if an appropriate means were devised.
Joint design of the distributed coders at both layers must be per-
formed, so that the impact of the enhancement layer and the role
of and are not neglected while designing the base layer
distributed coder.

We therefore use different codebooks at the decoder and
encoder for calculating (and similarly and

) and . The encoder codebook now has
as input, and the decoder helper codebooks have inputs
and . This flexibility enables optimization of the tradeoff
between better exploitation of intersource correlations at the
subsequent layer, and the cost of some mismatch in the system.
Appropriate design of encoder and decoder codebooks (as well
as WZ mappings) will optimize a precise measure of the overall
performance, while accounting for the mismatch.

Note that the scheme subsumes single source multistage
quantizer design as a special case. Also, when the sources
and are uncorrelated, then WZ mappings for the base layer
will converge to a union of contiguous cells (the encoder

Fig. 5. S-DSC encoder for source� ; an example of Wyner–Ziv mapping from
Voronoi regions to index pair �� � � �. Here the first region is mapped to index
pair �� � � � � ��� �� etc.; and decoders � and � in S-DSC.

will act as a fine-coarse quantizer) and both the encoder and
decoder helper codebooks will effectively be the same and
depend on only.

B. Update Rules for the Proposed MS-DSC Algorithm

To minimize the cost in (4), the Wyner–Ziv mappings and
the various codebooks are optimized iteratively using the nec-
essary update rules outlined below. In the update rules, and

represent the regions corresponding to high rate quantizer
index and transmission index for base layer of source re-
spectively as described in Section III-A. Similarly and
denote the regions corresponding to high rate quantizer index

and transmission index for enhancement layer of source
. The corresponding symbols for source such as

are similarly defined. Also, to reduce clutter, we omit super-
scripts and arguments in the following update rules where ob-
vious from the context, e.g., instead of or rather
than .

1) Base Layer Decoder Codebook ( , at )

(7)

2) Enhancement Layer Decoder Codebooks (for residuals,
at decoders and )

(8)

3) Encoder Codebook :

(9)
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where the dependence on comes from and
, which are the estimates of at the enhancement

layer and .
4) Base Layer Decoder Helper Codebooks (at decoders

and )

(10)

5) WZ Mappings (Base Layer): For , assign
to index such that

(11)

where the dependence of on the index is
specified by (2) and (3).

6) WZ Mappings (Enhancement Layer): For ,
assign to index such that

(12)

where the sum is over the residuals which lie in the
region and the dependence of on the index

is again specified by (2) and (3).
The update rules for the second source are straightforward to
specify from the above.

V. SCALABLE-DISTRIBUTED SOURCE CODING

In the general S-DSC setting (see Fig. 2), encoders for sources
and transmit index pairs and , respec-

tively. The source encoder for directly generates the index
pair . Similar to MS-DSC, decoder consists of a
single codebook (per source) and takes indices and as input
to obtain the reconstruction (and ). The decoders

and also have a single codebook (per source) and de-
coding is performed directly using the codebook and not de-
composed into additive terms as in MS-DSC. A block diagram
depicting the S-DSC encoder and decoders and (for

) is shown in Fig. 5.
Obviously, S-DSC in its general setting, if well optimized,

should outperform its constrained variant of MS-DSC. Also,
there is no direct conflict between the objectives of distributed
and scalable coding in S-DSC, since the design for all the stages
can be performed simultaneously and there is no feedback (de-
pendence) for calculating the source error residual for any inter-
mediate stage in S-DSC.

However, the S-DSC encoding complexity grows exponen-
tially with the total rate, i.e., for source (and sim-
ilarly for ). Note that the MS-DSC encoding complexity is
in the order of for source . Moreover, the total
storage required for the various decoder codebooks will grow

more rapidly in S-DSC. For example, S-DSC’s codebook for de-
coder will have storage proportional to
whereas the corresponding MS-DSC storage for the codebooks
is approximately proportional to due
to the additive nature of decoding.

Efficient design of Wyner–Ziv mappings from high resolu-
tion quantizer cells to indices is important for good performance
of the S-DSC system. The index-assignment problem implicit
in WZ mapping is a discrete optimization problem. In the case
of S-DSC, we need to map each of the cells (formed by the
high-rate quantizer) to one of the indices for source

(see Fig. 5). One can generalize a distributed quantizer algo-
rithm (such as in [19] and [21]) for the design of S-DSC system.
However, random initialization of the WZ mapping in the gener-
alized DSC iterative algorithm (described below in Section V-A)
virtually always leads to a poor local minimum. While we do not
attempt a global solution to this index assignment problem, we
propose to use an optimized MS-DSC system as a highly effec-
tive initialization for S-DSC design. Simulation results confirm
that the proposed initialization obtains considerable gains over
uninformed, randomly initialized solutions.

We next describe the locally optimal Lloyd-style algorithm
alongwith its update rules for S-DSC. We then explain how the
MS-DSC solution can be used as an efficient initialization for
the S-DSC problem.

A. Iterative Design Algorithm

We use similar notation in Section III to denote the var-
ious S-DSC modules (Fig. 5). The high-rate quantizer for
source maps the source sample to a prototype associ-
ated with the region where and is the
total number of prototypes. Next the WZ mapping block
maps the prototype to transmission index pair where

. Similar procedure is per-
formed at the second source encoder and indices and are
transmitted for the base and enhancement layer respectively.

We next assume the squared error distortion measure to obtain
simpler and intuitive intepretable results. To minimize the cost
in (4), the WZ mappings and the various decoder codebooks are
optimized iteratively using the following update rules derived
from the necessary conditions for optimality:

1) Wyner–Ziv Mappings For , assign to index
pair such that:

(13)

Here also the dependence of on the index pair
is specified by (2) and (3).

2) Decoder Codebook: Reconstruction Values
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Fig. 6. Performance comparison of naive scheme for MS-DSC, separate (single
source) multistage coding, randomly initialized scalable DSC, multistage DSC,
and “cleverly” initialized scalable DSC technique. (a) versus transmission rate;
(b) versus enhancement layer rate (base layer rate fixed at 2 bits/sample); (c)
versus base layer rate (enhancement layer rate fixed at 2 bits/sample).

(14)

Similar rules for are easily obtained and will not be repro-
duced here. In the above update rules, and

.

B. Effective Initialization for S-DSC Design

MS-DSC is a special case of S-DSC under additive encoding/
decoding constraints. The proposed scheme for S-DSC will use
the optimal MS-DSC system as an effective initialization, and
will then remove the structural constraints to apply the iterative
algorithm of Section V-A.

In the base layer of the MS-DSC scheme, the source space
for is partitioned into different cells. These cells are
mapped to regions via the base-layer WZ mapping module.
The residual is then quantized by a high-rate
quantizer having different output cells (regions), which are
mapped to the regions via enhancement layer WZ mapping
module. Hence, during design, all the training point samples for
source are associated with corresponding index pairs .

Now consider a sample that falls in high-rate quantizer cell
and then mapped to index . This sample is then mapped

to index at the enhancement layer (through ). We define
( and ) as the set of all source

points that lie in both cells (corresponding to high rate
quantizer output index ) and (corresponding to index
of the enhancement layer WZ mapping), i.e.,

(15)

Now, each of the regions is associated to an index pair
. So we effectively view the source space as divided

into different regions, each of which is mapped to an index
pair via an S-DSC WZ mapping . We
can use these cells and WZ mappings as an initial solution for
the S-DSC algorithm in Section V-A. Note that since the region

corresponding to index (outcome of enhancement layer
WZ mapping) is in general a union of possibly, non-contiguous
cells, then so is the region in (15). A similar construction of
the different regions and WZ mapping is performed for source

.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

We give several examples to demonstrate the gains of (a) the
proposed MS-DSC scheme which resolves the conflict between
distributed quantization and multistage coding and (b) the
proposed MS-DSC initialized S-DSC scheme. In all the simu-
lations, sources and are assumed to be jointly Gaussian
with zero means, unit variances and correlation coefficient .
The weighting coefficient of (2) is set to 0.5 to give equal
importance to both the sources at the decoder. A training set
of 10 000 scalars is generated. The number of prototypes is 60
for the high rate quantizers which are designed using Lloyd’s
algorithm [28]. We compare four different schemes (a) sepa-
rate (single-source) multistage coding in which no distributed
coding is performed, (b) randomly initialized S-DSC system
(‘Random S-DSC’), (c) structurally constrained MS-DSC
system (Proposed ‘MS-DSC’), and (d) proposed S-DSC system
which is initialized by MS-DSC (‘Proposed S-DSC’).

In the first set of experiments (see Fig. 6), we plot the
weighted distortion at the decoder (4) versus rate for the var-
ious schemes. The probability of enhancement layer loss is

and the correlation coefficient is . In
Fig. (a), the same incremental transmission rate is allocated to
each layer of each source, i.e., .
As an additional reference, we also plot the performance of the
“naive” MS-DSC scheme in this set of experiments. The pro-
posed MS-DSC scheme achieves substantial gains, e.g., 6.8 dB
over the naive scheme (at bits) while the pro-
posed S-DSC scheme leads to considerable gains over Random
S-DSC approach, e.g., 3.3 dB at bits/sample.
Note that the naive MS-DSC scheme even underperforms
separate (single source) multistage coding, as it ignores the
potential conflict between the objectives of distributed quanti-
zation and multistage coding. In Fig. (b), the base layer rates

and are fixed at 2 bits/sample while the enhancement
layer rate is varied. Again, the proposed MS-DSC
and S-DSC schemes outperform their respective counterparts,
namely, naive MS-DSC and Random S-DSC, with gains of 9
and 2.6 dB, at rates 1 and 2 bits/sample, respectively. In Fig. (c),
the base layer rate is varied while the enhance-
ment layer rate is fixed at 2 bits/sample. Here,
again, the proposed MS-DSC and S-DSC schemes outperform
naive MS-DSC and Random S-DSC scheme with gains of 7.2
and 2.8 dB, respectively, at rates and 2 bits/sample,
respectively.

In the next set of experiments (see Fig. 7), we fix all the trans-
mission rates bits/sample. The
probability of enhancement layer loss for both sources
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Fig. 7. Performance comparison of separate (single source) multistage coding,
randomly initialized scalable DSC, multistage DSC, and “cleverly” initialized
scalable DSC technique as the probability of enhancement layer loss � ��� �
is varied. All the transmission rates are 2 bits/sample. In (a) intersource corre-
lation � � ���� while in (b) � � ���.

is varied and the weighted distortion is plotted. In (a), the in-
tersource correlation is 0.97 while in (b) is 0.9. Note that
when is close to 1, no enhancement layer informa-
tion is received and the various schemes (Random S-DSC, Pro-
posed MS-DSC and Proposed S-DSC) simply reduce to non-
scalable distributed coding, and hence their performance con-
verges. On the other hand, as approaches 0, the pro-
posed MS-DSC and S-DSC schemes consistently outperform
the other schemes.

Next we plot the weighted distortion as a function of inter-
source correlation, for two different probability of enhancement
layer loss : 0.2 and 0.1, respectively (see Fig. 8). Again,
all transmission rates are fixed

Fig. 8. Performance comparison of separate (single source) multistage coding,
randomly initialized scalable DSC, multistage DSC, and “cleverly” initialized
scalable DSC technique as the intersource correlation is varied. All the trans-
mission rates are 2 bits/sample. The probability of enhancement layer loss
� ��� � is 0.2 in (a) and 0.1 in (b).

at 2 bits/sample. Here the separate multistage coding scheme
does not utilize correlation between the source, hence its perfor-
mance is independent of intersource correlation, . We find that
the proposed MS-DSC and S-DSC schemes consistently outper-
form other schemes. Further note that while intersource correla-
tion is utilized by the Random S-DSC approach, the advantage
of distributed coding is severely compromised by the random
initialization. In fact, in the simulations the performance of the
Random S-DSC algorithm is even worse than MS-DSC most of
the time, which is strong evidence for the importance of good
initialization for S-DSC.

Finally, we note that the proposed methods are extendible to
incorporate entropy coding, but such extension is omitted for
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brevity. Further, for fair comparison and to eliminate atypically
poor results, the initialization and design of both the Random
S-DSC and MS-DSC algorithms was performed 20 times and
the best results are reported. (Optimization using global variants
of the technique is beyond the scope of this paper.) In terms of
complexity, the proposed S-DSC design takes about 4–5 times
longer than the randomly initialized S-DSC design.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have considered the design of scalable distributed source
coders. The proposed S-DSC system is robust to failure of
subset of the channels and utilizes all available information for
compression efficiency. We first identify the inherent conflict
between the objectives of distributed quantization and multi-
stage coding and show how to resolve the conflict in the design
of an MS-DSC system, a special constrained case of the S-DSC
problem. Our scheme allows a “controlled mismatch” between
the encoder and decoder reconstructions and jointly optimizes
all the components in the MS-DSC system. Next we show that
a Lloyd-style iterative S-DSC algorithm is heavily dependent
on initialization and will typically underperform the proposed
multistage DSC algorithm despite the latter’s structural con-
straint. The proposed MS-DSC algorithm solution is used as
an effective initialization for the S-DSC design algorithm.
Simulation results show that (a) the proposed MS-DSC scheme
consistently outperforms other naive schemes and single source
(separate) distributed multi stage coding schemes, and (b)
MS-DSC initialized S-DSC consistently and significantly
outperforms randomly initialized S-DSC.
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